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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Catholic Church.
Title: Catholic Church Les Heures de Nostre Dame, 1480
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 161
Extent: 1 volume, 136 leaves
Abstract: Contains one book of hours manuscript which includes a calendar, the four Gospels, the prayers to the Virgin, the Hours of the Virgin excluding the Flight into Egypt, the penitential Psalms, the Office of the Dead, and the Suffrages of the Saints.
Language: Materials in Latin and French.
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Collection Description

Scope and Content Note
This book of hours manuscript includes a calendar, the four Gospels, the prayers to the Virgin, the Hours of the Virgin excluding the Flight into Egypt, the penitential Psalms, the Office of the Dead, and the Suffrages of the Saints. The text is in Latin with the calendar and the headings of the prayers in French. The book is bound in red velvet and enclosed in a satin brocade book cover. There are twenty-seven miniatures.


Prayers to the Virgin: 5. Madonna and Child [leaf 18], 6. Descent from the Cross [leaf 21].


Penitential Psalms: 14. David and Goliath [leaf 76].
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